Dear EULiST colleagues at TU Wien,

TU Wien EULiST coLab

A bit later as promised but finally we are ready to go. I have the pleasure to present you the new EULiST space in coLab. A short introduction to the individual pages is at the end of this post. I would ask you to subscribe to this blog. For that please press the Watch this Blog button on the top right corner of the blog overview.

All pages are still in an early stage and shall over time be filled with more content. At the same time the purpose of this space is to coordinate internal TU Wien activities. For EULiST activities concerning not just TU Wien the SharePoint is the source of information. Should you have negative or positive feedback let me, Gregor Fischer, know. I'm eager to improve this space so everyone finds the information they need.

Minutes 2nd TUW Jour Fixe

The minutes for the Jour Fixe last week are uploaded in Documentation.

E-Mail signature

As mentioned by Paolo during the Jour Fixe, we ask you to include the EULiST logo in your email signature. Additionally, an indication of the pronouns you prefer and the languages you speak is desired. You find the EULiST logos in Documentation. You find an example in use at the end of this post.

People Directory

You may already know the People Directory. Meanwhile, a new column has been added where you can indicate whether your task group has been active already. Furthermore, we remind you to remark the languages you speak, if you haven't done so already.

Introduction Pages coLab

Start Page

On the start page you find links to the public EULiST sites of TU Wien and the alliance. Furthermore, an explanation of the EULiST alliance and the European Universities Initiative is provided.

People Directory

Here you find all the names associated with EULiST at TU Wien. You can edit the site to update your Details. Additionally, you can indicate whether your corresponding groups did start working already. Furthermore you find on the bottom of the page the general setup of the work packages.

Calendar

An overview of upcoming and past events with links to relevant resources.

Documents and Links

This is the archive where important documents for past and upcoming events live. Furthermore, templates, links and documents of general interest have a place here. When documents are mentioned somewhere else in the coLab Space they always direct towards this page.

Jour Fixe

An overview of past and future TU Wien EULiST Jour Fixes.

Cafés

An overview of past and future TU Wien EULiST cafés.

Work Package 3 Teaching

A space requested and managed by the WP3 team at TU Wien.

Best wishes
Gregor Fischer
Gregor Fischer (he/him)
Incoming Services International Office

TU Wien International Office
Paniglgasse 16, 1040 Wien, Austria
+43 1 58801 41590
gregor.fischer@tuwien.ac.at

I’m multilingual: Deutsch, English, Español, Nederlands